JSRI LONG-TERM PROJECT PROPOSAL

FELLOW:                                  DATE:

PROJECT TITLE:

ACTIVITY AREA (S): [ ] Research [ ] Education [ ] Facilitation [ ] Advocacy [ ] Immersion
ISSUE FOCUS (foci): [ ] Migration [ ] Poverty [ ] Racism [ ] Catholic Social Thought
REGIONAL FOCUS: [ ] Gulf South; [ ] State:______; [ ] New Orleans; [ ] Another Country: __________; Other: __________________[ ]

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

PROJECT GOAL: (long term social/economic impact as well as possible changes in: attitudes, behavior, knowledge, structures, laws, institutions, service recipients)

PLAN for incorporating theological reflection/social analysis into the project:

METHODOLOGY for disseminating information learned through the project:

POTENTIAL COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS, including their roles:

PROJECT BUDGET:

ADVICE/CONSULTATION needed from the board